
PROPOSAL I

EERTO SEIN MORIAL of INTERMCNTAIN YEARLY ETThG

To enable Friends of Mexico City Monthly Meeting to attend
Intermourtain Yearly Meeting and come among its Friends in the
fellowship and spirit shown us by He’oerto Sein, a memo’ial in
his name is established.

The Heberto Sein Memorial shall be in the care of a Monthly
Meeting appointed for a two year period by the Yearly Meeting
on the recommendation of its Continuing Committee. The Memorial
fund shall be seperate from any other funds of the Yearly
Meeting and be managed by the Monthly Meeting currently caring
for the Memorial. Contributions shall be specifically designated
for the Memorial by monthly meetings, worship groups and individuals
resulting from advice distributed annually by the Monthly Meeting
currently caring for the Memorial. Thile it is intended that
one person will be completely accommodated by the Memorial
each year, interests and other resources of Mexico City Monthly
Meeting may combine to permit additional visitors (or none) to
come among us.

The Monthly Meeting caring for the Memorial shall

o correspond with Mexico City Monthly Meeting concerning
the plans and arrangements before each annual visitation,

o advize each monthly meeting and worship group of IMYM
in advance of each visitation of the activities of the
memorial and the status o± its funds,

o receive contributions, forward to Mexico City Monthly
Meeting funds agreed upon, pay other expenses pertinent
to the Memorial, and report to the Continuing Committee
Chair before the Committee’s February meeting on the
activities of the Memorial and the status of its accounts,

o arrange for transportation and hospitality within the
area of IMYM and to the site of the yearly meeting,

o advise the IMYM Registrar of arrangements and requirements
needed during the yearly meeting,

o arrange for hosts, greeters and such other aid as may
be useful and desireable,

The caring Monthly Meeting may wish to appoint, but it is
not required to do so, one of its members as administrator
of the Memorial.

Continuing Committee, in its consideration each two years of
the nomination of a monthly meeting to care for the Memorial,
shall make a determination of the desireability of continuing
the Memorial and its funding. The Yearly Meeting shall approve
changes in the nature and intent o± the Memorial.

This practice is intended to continue the spirit of Intermoutain
Friends Fellowship, keep the administative burden of the Yearly
Meeting at a minimum, and place the business and its administration
in. the primary place, the Monthly Meeting (IMYM 197: II—2).

L March 1978
Ted Church



PROPOSAL II

EERTO SEIN MEMORIAL of INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING

To enable Friends of Mexico City Monthly Meeting to attend
Intermountain Yearly Meeting and come among its Friends in the
fellowship and spirit shown to us by Heberto Sein, a memorial in
his name is established.

The Heberto Sein Memorial shall be in the care of a Monthly
Meeting appointed for a two year interval by the Yearly Meeting
on the recommendation of its Continuing Committee. A specific
fund, seperate from the Yearly Meeting’s General Fund, shall be
maintained by IMYM Treasurer for this Memorial. Contributions
shall be specifically designated for the Memorial by monthly
meetings, worship groups and individuals resulting from advice
distributed annually by the Monthly Meeting currently caring for
the Memorial. t1hile it is intended that one person will be
completely accommodated by the Memorial each year, interests and
other resources of Mexico City Monthly Meeting may be combined
to permit additional visitors to come among us.

The Monthly Meeting caring for the Memorial shall

o correspond with Mexico City Monthly Meeting concerning
the plans si-id arrangements before each annual visitation,

o advize each monthly meeting and worship group of IMYM
in advance of each visitation of the activities of the
Memorial and the status of its funds,

o forward to Mexico City Monthly Meeting funds, provided
by IMYM Treasurer, as agreed upon,

o arrange for transportation and hospitality within the
area of IMYM and to the site of the yearly meeting,

o advize the IMYM Registrar of arrangements and requirements
needed during the yearly meeting,

o arrange for hosts, greeters and such other aid as may
be useful and desireable.

The caring Monthly Meeting may wish to appoint, but is not
required to do so, one of its members to coordinate
its responsibilities, correspond with Mexico City Monthly
Meeting, IMYM Treasurer and Registrar, and the monthly
meetings and worship groups of IMYM.

Continuing Committee, in its consideration each two years of
the nomination of a monthly meeting to care for the Memorial,
shall make a determination of the desireability of continuing
the Memorial and its funding. The Yearly Meeting shall approve
changes in the nature and intent of the Memorial.

This practice is intended to continue the spirit of Intermountain
Friends Fellowship in keeping the administrative burden of the
Yearly Meeting at a minimum and placing the business in the primary
place, the Monthly Meeting (IMYM 1974: 11-2).

4 March 1978
Ted Church



1-tEBERTO SEIN MEMORIAL o± INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING

(Minute in memory of Heberto Sein - to be written. )

To enable Friends of Mexico City Monthly Meeting, who
might otherwise not have the resources, to attend Interinountain
Yearly Meeting and come among its Friends in the fellowship
and spirit exemplified by 1-leberto Sein in his lifetime, a
Memorial in his name is established. The Heberto Sein
Memorial shall be administered for a period of two years
by a Monthly Meeting appointed by the Yearly Meeting on
the recommendation of its Continuing Committee. The
Memorial shall receive funds from Monthly Meetings, Worship
Groups and individuals resulting from periodic advice furnished
by the administering Monthly Meeting concerning the plans
of the Memorial, (Such advice should be furnished on a
timely basis to permit incorporation into the budgets of
meetings, groups arid individuals.) While it is expected
that, usually, one person from among Friends in Mexico will
be accommaed each year, resources and interests in some
years may permit two persons tocome to IMYM under this
Memorial.

The administering Monthly Meeting shall correspond with
Mexico City Monthly Meeting concerning the plans and arrangements
desired by Mexico City Monthly Meeting for each forthcoming
visitation, forward such funds as are agreed upon, arrange
for transportation arid hospitality within the area of IIVIYM
and to the site of the yearly meeting, arrange for IMYM persons
to act as hosts, greeters and to provide such help during the
visit as is deemed useful and desireable. (It is expected
that the administering Monthly Meeting will appoint an
administrator of the Memorial who would perform the responsibilities
required under the guidance of the Monthly Meeting.)

The administering Monthly Meeting shall receive the funds
designated for the Memorial, dispense them as it deems advizable,
transfer them to the suceeding administering Monthly Meeting
and account for them to the Continuing Committee. (In the
event of discontinuance of the funding of visitations aspects
of the fund, any unspent funds shall be transferred to the
Treasurer of Intermountain Yearly Meeting.) The administering
Monthly Meeting will report on the activities, status and plans
of the Memorial to the Continuing Committee at its early Spring
meeting each year. The Continuing Committee shall make a
dtermination of the desire to continue the Memorial in this
fashion each second year in which it recommends a Monthly Meeting
as administrator.

The practice of having a Monthly Meeting act as administrator
of the Heberto Sein Memorial should provide a closer personal
relationship between Friends of IMYM and Mexico City Monthly
Meetingthan might occur if the fund were cared for by one of
the officers of IMYM. This practice also continues the spirit
of Intermountain Friends Fellowship in keeping the administrative
burden of the Yearly Meeting to a minimum and placing the
business in the primary place, the Monthly Meeting (IMYM 1974:11-2).



4 Arco, NW
Albuquerque, NM 87120

25 February 1978

Dear Chuck,

Following Continuing Committee meeting last weekend, I

found that Norma had inadvertently put aside a communication

from me of last November dealing with a suggested practice

on the Heberto Sein Memorial. I had not brought it up at

the meeting, feeling that she and others on the IMYM executive

had already condidered it and set it aside. As I discussed

it with her afterwards we found out that circumstances had

happened to her at the time of my letter that caused it to

be lost. We decided to try it again so I agreed to draft

a proposed practice and circulate it to her, you, LaDonna,

Boulder Meeting and to Continuing Committee after getting

Albuquerque Meeting’s willingness to act as an administering

Monthly Meeting (see enclosed) in the event Boulder could

not so act this year.

I have drafted a practice to follow the memorial minute

and enclose it. I am appalled at the length of the thing

but satisfied that it is sufficient and ought to govern the

operation satisfactorily. Perhaps you have an idea on how

to seperate out a suggested practice and leave the essentials

for a minute to be adopted by the Yearly Meeting.

I have not made distribution as agreed yet. I feel I

have to make another try at this draft but would like your

and Norma’s help before I do it. I have yet to get Albuquerque

Meeting’s reaction - but that will have to await a monthly

meeting or two, arid I will work on that

er:ly,



9TfyTft_id778 /
HEBERTO SEIN MEMORIAL FUND Attachment to Minutes

In memory of our beloved Friend (Heberto Scm (1900.— 1976), who
contributed so much to the vitality of the Religious Society of Friends,

not only in his native Mexico, but throughout the world, Intemtounta.in Yearly

Meeting Friends join in establishing an Heberto Sein Memorial Travel Fund. Its

purpose shall be to enable Friends of Mexico City Monthly Meeting to attend

Intermountain Yearly Meeting, thus pa ticipating in and enriching those

gatherings as Heberto Sein; his dear wife, Susanne, and otha’ Mexican Friends

have done in years past.

For the orderly care of this fund and the accomplishment of its objectives,

the following procedure is suggested to the regional meetings of IlIYM for their

consideration, possible approval, arid thus presentation to the INYN Continuing

Committee at its next meeting June 8 at Ghost Ranch:

1) that a specific fund, separate from YT”! general fund, be maintained by

the I1’i’N treasurer, to receive eannarked contributions from monthly meetiigs,

worship groups, and concerned friends for this memorial fund. While it is

hoped that at least one person can be cared for as to travel and other expenses

while at yearly meeting each year, contributions from other sources would be

welcomed and may be combined with the Heberto Sein Memorial Fund, as Mexico

Monthly Meeting may wish, to pennit additional visitors in any given year.

2) that the care of the Heberto Sein Memorial Fund be rotated among

volunteering monthly meetings by the INYM Continuing Committee on a two—year basis

3) that the Monthly Meeting caring for the Memorial (throu’ its clerk or
designated representative) shall have the following duties:

o correspond with Mexico City Monthly Meeting concernin

the
plans and arrangements before each ar_nual visitation,

o advise each monthly meeting and worship group of IMYM
in advance of each visitation of the activities of the
Memorial and the status of its funds,

o forward to Mexico City Monthly Meeting funds, provided
by IMYM Treasurer, as agreed upon,

o arrange for transportation and hospitality within the
area of IT/IYM and to the site of the yearly meeting,

o advise the IMYM Registrar of arrangements and requirements
needed during the yearly meeting,

o arrange for hosts, greeters and such other aid as may
be useful and desireable.

4) Continuing Committee, in its consideration each two years of the Monthly
Meeting to be nominated, also should assess the desirability of continuing the
Memorial and its funding, the Yearly Meeting having the final authority in
app ving any changes in the nature and intent of the memorial.

+ + +

The foregoing procedure is recommended to continue the spirit of
Intermountain Yearly Meeting, which is to keep the administrative burden of the
Yearly Meeting at a minimum while placing the business and responsibility for its
execution at the primary source, which is the Monthly Meeting (IMYM 1974: 11—2).

T



P.O. Box 966
Flagstaff, AZ 86002
May 21, 197

Ed Duckles
Mexico City Monthly Meeting of Friends
Corregidora 19A
Mexico 20, D.F., Mexico

Dear Ed,

Enclosed herewith is check from Intermountain Yearly Meeting
for 300 for the Scm Memorial Fund.

Sorry to be so slow in sending the check this year. Hope
someone will be able to attend again. Vie did so much
apreciate the attenders last year. Yearly fleeting dates
are June 7-10, at Ghost Ranch near Abiquiu, New Mexico
as usual.

Sincerely yours,

Chuck Ninor, Treasurer
Intermountain Yearly fleeting



JUNTA MENSUAL DE LOS AMIGOS DE MEXICO

May 17, 1975

C.C. orma Adams ±‘rice

Charles C. ±inor
Treasurer
Intermountain Yesrly neeting
.dcx 966
Flagstaff, Ariona
56002 U.S.A.

Dear Dnuck:

Thank you so much fcr your friendly letter and
the check for 30C dollars which you. enclosed in memory
of Heberto Cein to help a ember of our Meeting attend the
Internountain Yearly Meeting.

e had been informed that this scho1arui was being
provided to the Mexico City Monthly Meeting and we are deeply

rteful for it. The member of our r=eeting who has been named
to receive this scholarship is mma iblartinez de oreno. Also,
Suzanne Sein has decided to attend and both Cuzanne and tmnnla

have sent in their reistratioi: forms to G-eorpe 0]iLant and have
written to Friends in Albuquerque regarding their trav.l Diane.

1earding the check which you sent, I have decided to
deposit this in my checidn eccouniin the U.S. and draw a
check on my account for 3OO dollErs in order to give the amount

to .Srnma iartiriÔz de Moreno. I have found that this is the most

economical say to hs.ndle such transactions üecause our i1exicu City

Monthly r.eeting does not have a dollar account in its name here

in iexico and as a result Quite a large commission is charged for

cashing checks from dollars into Pesos.

while I am vritirig 1 want to inform you that at our

last icnth1y Meeting for business we decided that our small ieeting

should send Intermount’in iearly eeting a contribution to at

least cove the costs of corres.onience and other cervices we

receive. As you may know, the exico City Monthly ieeting belongs

to Pacific Yearly meeting in California.. however, since we have

an associate status with Intermountain, we feel we should at least

not •be a financial Lurden. I am therefore enclosing my cneci for

50.0C doll2rs which was authorised at our last Meeting for

business.

Jean Duckles and I enjoyed ret1y the orportunity we had

to attend Intermountain Yearly Meeting in June of 1975 and we hope

some dy to be able to attend. s:ain. In the meantime e are very

happy that mma iiartinez de oreno and suzanne Sein will be able

to enjoy and profit from the sessions this year.

dith warm personal regards, incerely,

d Duckles

IGNACIO MARISCAL No. 132 TELEFONO 35-27-52 MEXICO I, 0. F.



Box 966
Flagstaff, Arizona 86002

Ed Duckles, Clerk
Mexico City Month’y Meeting
Corregidora 19A
Mexico 20, D.F., Mexico

Dear Ed,

In memory of Heberto Sein, Interinountain Yearly Meeting ofthe
Society of Friends has directed me to send the enclosed check
to he used at the Meeting’s discretion to send a person or
persons to the 1973 Intermountain Yearly Meeting at Ghost
Ranch near Abiciuiu, New Mexico.

The closest airiort is Albuquerque, New Mexico. I’m sure
that if contacted Albuquerque ‘riends (Al Iloge, Clerk, 1021
Georgia St, SE, Albuquerque, 87103) would nint with
transporta. n on to Ghost Ranch.

Bst persomi regards, and lookir forward eseeing you soon.

Sincerely,

Charles 0. Minor
Treasurer

End:

4tô

:



4 Arco, r’
A1biquerque, OM 37120

4 arch 1973
Iorma Price — IMY;1 Clerk

—>Chuck inor - IMYi Treasurer
Laonna, allen — iontr. Oomm. Chair

Dear Friends,

Zclosed are two drafts, PRDPO3AL I and PROPO3AL II, for
the ilberto seir orial. PROPO3AL II results from comments of
Tetme Friends on the adviseability of havinp monthly meetings
receive and disburse funds for this ienorial. Thile redraftin
the effort which I sent you a week ao, I made other si!rplifications
an incorporated them into PROPOSAL II as it now reads.

PROPOSAL I is sinmly i’AL II with the on inal intent
of havint a monthly neeti: do the whole bit. The format of
PROPJSAL II is followed. here are a few additional chanes
in PROPOSAL I that could be considered for PROPOOAL II.

Before I make additional distribution of either or both
of these proposals, I would like your reactions. I have yet to
correspond with 3oulder Jieetin but hav discussed the matter
quite generally with Albuquerque ieetinp’s Committee on lini.strr
and Oversi ht when it met or 26 ‘ebrusry.

It seems to me that the minute to be recommended for adoption
by the Yearlr eeting need be onli the first two ara raphs of
either oroosei. The alance is a detail oi the practice to
be followed in order to carry out the minute. The ractice
outht to be capable of being modified by Dontinuin Committee
as permitted by the minute. Xnother sentence or two in front
of the first sentance here rniht hel rond out the basis for
the emonia1 and I leave that to come from other;.



COMITE 1)13 S13RVICIO 1)13 LOS AMIGOS
Cables: AFSERCO Ignacio Marisca, 132 Teléfonos: 5-327-52

MEXICo 1, D. F.

Dear Friends: FALL 1977

This is to send you our most sincere greetings from the Casa de los Amigos in Me

xico and give you a brief report on the various activities carried out by the Comité

de Servicio de los Amigos during the present year.

Our Development Committee in Atlacomulco, State of Mexico, got its legal status as

a Civil Association (non—profit) giving a more solid basis to work with campesinos in

the area. The Comité de Servicio granted credits amounting to $11,392.90 Dlls. for

hat and clothes manufacturers in San Pedro del Rosal; for the purchase of a water

pump and fences for vegetable gardens in El Salto; and for rabbit raisers in Atotonil—

co, Tecuac, Yondejé and Santiaguito. We feel it a successful project and the loan

repayments are up to date. The fruit—tree program (5,020 trees in 4 villages), horti

culture, rabbit raising, the planting of ornamental trees, and the building up of

wind—breaks have also kept our volunteers and campesinos busy. Orfila Vidal, from

Peril, terminated her voluntary service after 4 years of dedicated work. José Cruz

Jaimes, from Mexico, and Gonzalo and Mariella Espinoza, and their children Gonzalr Jr.

and Paola, from Colombia, continue to work in the Atlacomulco project.

During January, we started giving active support to the people in Colonia Ajuso,

a marginal section in Mexico City. The program is based on adult education (literacy,
grade school and high school) by organizing study groups from which an improvement of
the condition of women resulted, worked out jointly with the Foundation for the Study
of Population, A. C. This project includes an Information Center for Women, with
Maria Novaro from Mexico in charge; a Children’s Nursery, directed by Kathy Bony from
France; plus Gloria Tello from Mexico, as a field coordinator, and Martin Longoria
from Mexico, and Ann Kriebel from the U.S. in the education area and other activities.
They are also working with a medical consultant, as well as with vegetable gardens on
a small scale. A loan of $4,922.39 Bile, was granted for two productive cooperatives.

In May, we started a rural project called “The Self—Sufficient Community” in Vicen—
te Guerrero, Tiaxcala. Mexico has imported during the present year, a million tons •f
corn, 150,000 tons of wheat, plus sozhurn, soy beans, etc. The critical situati.n as
to agricultural production has encouraged us to work for a larger participation of the
campesino family in the production of their basic foods: eggs, vegetable gardens, meat,
milk and fruits, plus fire wood. We are also trying to introduce the use of solar
energy for collective uses and perhaps small domestic uses. Stuart Zitin, Eric H.lt
and Kaki Ruesmore from the U.S. are directing their efforts to this purpose, and are
working with school children in vegetable gardens and rabbit raising. The adaptation
of their own living quarters in order to make their yards useful has occupied their
special attention.

We had 5 summer projects in Mexico, in the States of Sonora, Tlaxcala, Querétaro,
and the State of Mexico, worked out jointly with the Public Education Brigades, cons
tructing latrines, installing a potable water line, and building a communal house. An
other summer project was carried out in Honduras, working on the construction of a
home for the 4—S club in Guasistagua, Honduras, The volunteers in our summer projects
came from Holland, Poland, Honduras, Guatemala, the States and Mexico.

A group of 8, including campesinos and. volunteers from Atlacomulco and Vicente Gue—
rrero, made a trip to Chimaltenango, Guatemala, with the help of OXFAM in England, to
take a course on soil conservation at the Agricultural Mobile School of World Neighbors.



Mountain View Friends Meeting
2280 South Columbine Street

Denver, Colorado 80210 Telephone: 722-4125

February l, 1978

Norma Price, Clerk
Inter-Mountain Yearly Meeting
336 East Concorde
Tempe, Arizona 85282

Dear Norma,

I don’ t know whether you have been officially informed
of Mountain V jew’s enthusiastic acceptance of Martin
Cobin’s proposal for the creation of a travel fund in
honor of Heberto Sein, but I know that our representa
tives will bring the message to Continuing Committee
Meeting.

In addition, however, Mountain View instructed me as
treasurer to forward 5O to initiate such a fund for
the 1977 conference, probably on a voluntary basis.
Our check in that amount is enclosed. We would hope
that the Committee would approve such a fund and that
additional contributions will make it possible for a
representative to attend. From my own experience, I
know how much the delegate from Mexico added to the
FWCC Meetings in Minneapolis/St. Paul last November,
which was when most of those present first heard of
Heberto’s death.

Best wishes to you and the Continuing Committee as you
plan for 1977.

Sincerely,

(tL1’LL

Dorothy Aldich
Treasurer

CC: Kris Louden



INTER-MOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING

Religious Society of Friends
4 Arco, NW
Albuquerque, NM 87120

27 February 1977

Heberto and Suzanne Sein
Monte Blanco 1i5
Lomas de Chapultepec
Mexico 10, D.F. 1XIC0

Dear Heberto and Suzanne,

The planning sessionby the Continuing Committee of.the
Intermountain Yearly Meeting has been concluded, with all
members joyfully participating in the decision to invite
you to be our guests at the Ghost Ranch meeting June 9 - 12.

“Knowing the Quaker World” will be the general theme
of this year’s gathering and we feel that you are uniquely
qualified to enlighten us concerning the involvement of
Friends and Friends institutions worldwide, in the alleviation
of human suffering, and war and the understanding of its
causes.

- Perhaps you would like to establish the keynote in a
forty minute talk on Friday morning in anticipation of the
afternnon meetings to follow, in which our Junior Friends
are eager to have you both share with them your views on
“What is Quakerism?”..

A later session will center upon the concern of Jack
Powelson and Kenneth Boulding, both of Boulder Friends Meeting,
relative to the direction Quaker social action is taking, and
ways in which Friends may examine problems of the social
sciences and secular ideologies, while still remaining
faithful tothe guidance of the inner light.

On Thursday afternoon at 5 o’clock, convenors of the
worship—sharing groups would be grateful if both of you
could help to familiarize them further with the worship-
sharing process. We believe this meeting is valuable in
setting the tone for the groups that will be meeting at
9-10 o’clock Friday, Saturday and Sunday mornings.

Albuquerque Friends will welcome your early arrival in
Albuquerque, if possible, so that you could drive with them
to the Ranch on Wednesday June 8 providing you with an extra
day and “settling in” before registration and activities
begin Thursday afternoon. You will be met and taken care of
at whatever time your flight schedule dictates.

On behalf of the Continuing Committee and for its
Chairman, Marie Andrew,.

We send you ]ovretings,

Ted 0hurch
Clerk



Albuquerque Monthly Meeting
OF THE

Religious Sociefy of Friends

January 15, 1976

Norma Price, Clerk
Iritermountain Yearly Mtg.
336 East Concorda
Tempe, Arizona 85282

Dear Norma,

Albuquerque Monthly Meeting is happy to join in the
memorial to Heberto Sein. Boulder meeting is to be commended
for their initiative in this proposal and the financial
commitment to get the plan under way.

We shall miss Heberto greatly, but we feel this will be
a strengthening of the bonds of Friends in Mexico and the
United States and one which Heberto would have approved.

Sincerely,

A fred M. Hoge, Clerk

Copy to Martin Cobin



INTERMQUNTAJN YEARLY MEETING
Religious Society of Friends

526 N. Bertrand
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
March 25, 1985

Art Sullivan
1020 Montana
El Paso, TX 79902

Dear Art,

As time for Yearly Meeting approaches we need to have information
about the tasks of the Herberto Sein Coordinator. I hope you may
come to Ghost Ranch to assist us in these questions:

1. Who sends the invitation to Friends in Mexico to take
part in our Yearly Meeting?

2. Is the invitation to one Monthly Meeting only?
Or

______

3. Does it include the check to assist in paying transporta
tion costs?

4. When does the news come as to who will be attending?
Where will they arrive? When?

5. What is the responsibility of the Coordinator in provid
ing assistance, transportation from Albuquerque? Other?

Should you be unable to attend IMYM this year, I hope you will
write me your responses to the bove questions.

In Love and Peace,

/() i
Frances B. McAllister, Clerk

5c;L4&’ 4r) 1.


